
 

Education for the SDGs 

17.4.3 - Education for SDGs in the wider community 

Have dedicated outreach educational activities for the wider community, which could 

include alumni, local residents, displaced people 

 

Extending Learning Tools Support to Schools 

M.Kumarasamy College of Engineering aims for providing quality education for all 

students irrespective to all, regardless of race, religion, disability, gender and NRI 

learners. As the institute was formed in 2000, we adopted World Education Forum policy 

termer by UNESCO which stress on “Education for All (EFA)” 

MKCE adopts the six goals established in The Dakar Framework for Action, Education 

for All:: 

Goal 1: Expand early childhood care and education 

Goal 2: Provide free and compulsory primary education for all 

Goal 3: Promote learning and life skills for young people and adults 

Goal 4: Increase adult literacy by 50 percent 

Goal 5: Achieve gender parity by 2005, gender equality by 2015 

Goal 6: Improve the quality of education 

Over the past 20 years, substantial progress has been made by MKCE towards 

achieving gender parity in efforts to improve girls’ education, including policies and 

programmes aimed at changing social attitudes, providing financial support to female 

students and making schools more accessible to learning process. In this regard, the 

institute has built an inhouse learning tools and extends the learning facilities to nearby 

schools, colleges that demands for primary and quality education. This is done 

irrespective of gender, religion, disability and race for last one decade. 

As a token of gratitude, the nearby government schools have started to send us the 

“Gratitude Letter” as they have witness the change in students learning and behaviour 

for implementing it. 

One such letter is as follows. 



 



 

 

 



SOLAR DIYA DISTRIBUTION TO FARMER 

The programme mainly deals with proper enhancement of rural society for the 

betterment of energy conservation. The proper guidance helps to get the rural society 

face the extinction of non-renewable energy and purpose of changing the rural society 

towards renewable energy sources. So, on behalf our college rural visit was made 

through the faculty and student member on 07.12.2021.Contributing towards Solar 

Lamps in replacement of normal lamps through Solar Diya from Energy Swaraj 

Foundation. Contributed 100 Lamps on various parts of rural region in Karur District 

like (Kadaparai, Thotakuruchi, Manmangalam ,Pugalur).The people helps us to give 

the opportunity to share the Solar Diya lamps followed by how to use by making them 

keeping in sunlight for whole day and utilize them during Sunset. Eager among the 

rural people was very high from place to place .Also they asked for the opportunities 

available in the Energy Swaraj Foundation. They are also interested to accompany 

other rural regions to give awareness about Renewable energy as alternate to existing 

energy. Thus the outcome has the satisfaction. The majority of the society even 

educated is not still capable of utilizing renewable energy thereby avoiding pollution 

and global warming affecting mother earth. The future need more invasion of 

population to use renewable energy. 

 

 

 


